Conflict of Interest
1 WHY DO WE NEED THIS POLICY?
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Sussex Partnership NHS Foundation Trust and the people, who work with and for us, collaborate closely with other organisations, delivering high quality care for
our patients. These partnerships have many benefits and should help ensure that public money is spent efficiently and wisely. But there is a risk that conflicts of
interest may arise. As an organisation and as individuals, we have a duty to ensure that all our dealings are conducted to the highest standards of integrity and
that NHS monies are used wisely so that we are using our finite resources in the best interests of patients.
This policy will help staff manage conflicts of interest risks effectively. It will:
 Introduce consistent principles and rules
 Provides simple advice about what to do in common situations.
 Supports good judgement about how to approach and manage interests

2 WHAT DO I NEED TO KNOW?
Interests fall into the following categories:
 Financial interests: Where an individual may get direct financial benefit from the
consequences of a decision they are involved in making.
 Non-financial professional interests: Where an individual may obtain a nonfinancial professional benefit from the consequences of a decision they are
involved in making, such as increasing their professional reputation or promoting
their professional career.
 Non-financial personal interests: Where an individual may benefit personally in
ways which are not directly linked to their professional career and do not give rise
to a direct financial benefit, because of decisions they are involved in making in
their professional career.
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Indirect interests: Where an individual has a close association with
another individual who has a financial interest, a non-financial
professional interest or a non-financial personal interest and could stand
to benefit from a decision they are involved in making.

4 Understanding the Process
•Complete the form: access the online form:
https://staff.sussexpartnership.nhs.uk/conflicts-of-interests

Step 1:
Staff

Step 2:
Managers

•Risk Assessment: managers must complete the risk assessment section on each of
their staff members declaration; only once this has been completed will the
declaration be formally added to the Trust’s Register of Interests.
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Step 3: Staff

•Changes to your declaration: staff are responsible for submitting a new form if their
circumstances change and they have addition interests to declare.

Step 4: Staff

•Annual Declaration: staff members are responsible for submitting a declaration of
interest annually, a notification will be issued from the Corporate Governance Team.

Further information about the process and training aids are available on the staff intranet
here: https://staff.sussexpartnership.nhs.uk/conflicts-of-interests

6 CONTACT
Contact the Corporate Governance Team via email at
doi@sussexpartnership.nhs.uk

3 DO I NEED TO MAKE A
DECLARATION?
Who: It’s a requirement for the following members of staff to
make a formal declaration each year:
 Board Members
 Senior Manager (AfC Band 8 or above)
 Consultant Medical Staff
 Senior Clinicians
 Procurement
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Submissions by these groups of staff are required each year
even if this is a nil return. All other staff has a responsibility to
identify and declare any interests at the earliest opportunity
(and in any event within 28 days).
What: If you have received or have the following interests they
should be declared:
 Gifts
 Hospitality
 Outside Employment
 Shareholdings and other ownership issues
 Directorships
 Clinical Private Practice
 Family Connections
 Loyalty Interests
 Donations
 Sponsorship for events
 Sponsored Research
 Sponsored Posts

5 Breaches
Failing to declare an interest could result in a breach to the
policy and action will be taken in accordance with the
disciplinary procedures of the organisation.
If you still have questions, ask! It is important that this
information makes sense to you in your role; if you are not
clear seek guidance from your Line Manager.
If in doubt Declare!

